Suricata - Bug #3785

redis: no or delayed data in low speed network

06/27/2020 11:53 AM - Jeff Lucovsky

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Shivani Bhardwaj
Category: 
Target version: 4.1.9
Affected Versions: 
Effort: 
Difficulty: 
Label: 

Description
In batch mode, redis is waiting for batch size events to be available before proceeding resulting in a delay or even no data to be sent.

Related issues:
Copied from Bug #3750: redis: no or delayed data in low speed network Closed

History
#1 - 06/27/2020 11:53 AM - Jeff Lucovsky
-Copied from Bug #3750: redis: no or delayed data in low speed network added

#2 - 06/30/2020 09:59 PM - Shivani Bhardwaj
-Status changed from Assigned to In Review

#3 - 08/29/2020 03:15 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
-Status changed from In Review to Closed

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/5333